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ABSTRACT A Cloud computing paradigm augments the limited resources of mobile devices resulting
in increased distance, limited Internet bandwidth, and seamless connectivity challenges between a remote
cloud andmobile devices. Cloudlet computing based solutions are widely used to address these challenges by
bringing the computational facility closer to the user. The ever growing number of mobile devices, Internet of
Things (IoT) sensors and Information Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure used for smart cities
demand more resources. The existing cloudlet based solutions are unable to manage the ever-increasing
demand for power, storage, and computational resources, and therefore forward the resource extensive tasks
to a remote cloud, limiting cloudlet computing benefits. We present the Cloudlet Federation for Resource
Optimization (CFRO), a federated cloudlet model for resource optimization to address these resource scarcity
challenges. The proposed model exerts the features of scalability, resource collaboration, and robustness.
The underlying scheme for resource optimization has been modeled as a Nested Multi Objective Resource
Optimization Problem (NMOROP) and a novel algorithm has been proposed to solve it. The detailed analysis
and comparative results show that the proposed model offers improved performance and more resource
elasticity as compared to the conventional cloudlet model.

INDEX TERMS Cloudlet computing (CC), cloud federation (CF), fog computing (FC), Internet of Things
(IoT), mobile cloud computing (MCC), mobile edge computing (MEC), smart cities (SC).

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices are considered resource constrained due
to limited computational, energy, and storage resources.
On the other hand, resource intensive applications being
developed regularly add more to the problem. Additional
requirement of resources leads to the necessity of resource
rich environment to offload compute intensive tasks. The
cloud computing paradigm has addressed this necessity
by offering extensive computational, energy and storage
resources [1]–[3]. However, challenges such as distance,
bandwidth, and seamless connectivity between remote cloud
and mobile devices faced by conventional Mobile Cloud
Computing (MCC) model limit its usage [4]. Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) [5], [6], Fog Computing (FC) [7], [8], and
cloudlet computing [9] overcome these challenges bymoving
the computational facility at the edge of the core network
and in the closer proximity of the user [10], [11]. This paper
is focused on cloudlet based solutions as these offer more
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diversified features and generalized services with less depen-
dency over the Internet [12]. Cloudlet is a mini cloud in the
closer proximity of the user preferably in the same Local Area
Network (LAN) at one hop distance with a stable Internet
connection [13]. Mobile devices in the nearby vicinity can
get an advantage from this mini cloud by offloading compute
intensive tasks over Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) without Internet
dependency.

The diversified features and generalized services make it
more attractive for IoT devices and SC infrastructure [14].
However, with the increasedworkload, number of queries and
devices, the cloudlet based solutions face resource scarcity
challenges. The request is forwarded to a remote cloud
to cope with the resource demand thus inducing the chal-
lenges of distance, limited bandwidth, and latency like the
mobile cloud computing model. Hence, resource scarcity
challenges at a cloudlet need to be addressed in a way
that fewer requests are forwarded to the remote cloud [15].
The optimal solution must consider workload placement
and load balancing to achieve resource optimization and
scalability.
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In this paper, we present the Cloudlet Federation for
Resource Optimization (CFRO) model that offers scalability
and resource optimization considering workload placement
and load balancing. In the proposedmodel, the cloudlets form
a federation to share the load and resources. The concept of
federation that exists in cloud computing is entirely different
from the cloudlet computing. Currently, most of the liter-
ature covers different topics in cloud federation [16]–[19].
The detailed architecture of the federation provided by
NIST [20], [21] is also for cloud, where different cloud
providers form a federation for resource sharing and a central
broker that belongs to a third party acts as an intermediator.
However, cloudlets have different challenges than cloud, and
formation of a federation at the cloudlet level demands a dif-
ferent design and control mechanism. The proposed federated
model is based on cloudlets that exist in closer proximity
(Local Area Network orMetropolitan Area Network), and the
broker exists on the cloud being part of the same federated
model. The broker maintains the resource information of all
the participant cloudlets. Using the aggregated information,
the optimal placement, load balancing, and resource sharing
decisions are taken. The proposed model considers resource
optimization as a nested resource optimization problem,
where an already placed Virtual Machine (VM) [22], [23]
is also considered for re-optimization triggering a migration
operation while enhancing the optimal solution space for new
VM placement. Hence, both the placement and migration
operations are considered as a part of the single bigger prob-
lem of resource optimization.

The proposed model has been evaluated using a live
production environment consisting of a datacenter with
around 20 physical servers, 65 Virtual Machines (VMs) and
4 Amazon EC2 instances. The datacenter has 3 Internet links
from different ISPs. The results show that the proposedmodel
can achieve better performance in terms of maximizing the
resources and minimizing the total delivery time as compared
to the conventional cloudlet model.

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
- To the best of our knowledge, the concept of cloudlet
federation has not been reported in the literature so
far that addresses the resource scarcity challenges at
a cloudlet with the objective of resource optimization
while considering both the placement and migration
operations as a part of the single problem.

- A time-aware allocation model called CFRO has been
proposed to address the resource scarcity challenges at
a cloudlet. CFRO offers scalability and load balancing
features to provide resource optimized solutions.

- This paper then presents an implementation of a testbed
namely ClPyZ that is available online [24]. It is built
using an open source library called PsUtil. The under-
lying infrastructure is based on real time physical com-
puters using Ubuntu Linux that can be easily modified
and used for further research and development purposes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work, followed by the systemmodel and

problem formulation in Section III. The proposed time-aware
placement and migration algorithms are discussed in
Section IV. Performance evaluation of the proposed CFRO
model is presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the
paper with open research challenges and future directions.

II. RELATED WORKS
This section provides an insight into the existing cloudlet
based mobile augmentation approaches with the intent to
evaluate possible solutions addressing resource scarcity
challenges at the cloudlet level. The schemes presented
in [25]–[29] are focused on the improvement of perfor-
mance by reducing delay, CPU load and energy consumption.
For delay improvement, the assumptions of static node and
maximum hop count of two hops have been considered.
However, if these two assumptions are not fulfilled, the pro-
posed schemes perform poorly compared to cloud based
scheme thus limiting their scope. For performance improve-
ment, a queue based network scheme is introduced that
addresses the following two challenges, 1) user to cloudlet
assignment, and 2) K cloudlet placement, where K is an
integer having the conditionK ≥ 1. Forminimization of CPU
load, a middleware platform has been proposed. It has the
capability to deploy, remove, and change different software
components on runtime. Thus, only required components
are deployed reducing the load on CPU. However, the solu-
tions offered by these approaches require some fundamental
changes in the network design that are hard to realize due to
cost and adaptability challenges.

The schemes presented in [30]–[32] are focused on the
optimization of VM based cloudlet solutions. The factors of
speedy VM instantiation, hand-off, and keeping the VM in
the closer proximity of the user have been considered in
these schemes. The closer proximity is achieved with an
adaptive VM handoff technique that compares the existing
VM state at the destination with the updated state at a
source. The difference is evaluated and encodedwith the delta
approach [33]. For closer proximity, an integrated mobile
network solution (MobiScud) based on Software Defined
Networks (SDNs) and cloud has been proposed. The cloud
is established in the closer proximity of a Radio Access
Network (RAN) where customer’s VMs are instantiated.
Control messages between mobile devices and SDNs are
monitored byMobiScud which are used to move the VMwith
the user to keep it in the closer proximity. However, the solu-
tions offered by these schemes lack in providing support for
some important aspects such as movement from RAN to
WiFi, workload sharing and load balancing.

The techniques presented in [34], [35] are focused on Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) communication based ad-hoc cloudlets. Factors
of bandwidth consumption, offload latency, and resource
constraints have been considered in these papers. Ad-hoc
cloudlets enable amobile device, having computational tasks,
to access other devices in the closer proximity for resources.
This cooperative scheme of workload sharing provides bet-
ter results in terms of reduced bandwidth consumption,
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offload latency, and resource constraint as compared to
traditional cloud computing. However, these techniques are
unable to cover diversified use cases such as sharing between
more than two mobile devices thus limiting their scope.

In [36], [37], the utilitymaximization of participant devices
is focused to form a cloudlet. A point system or virtual
currency system is used to quantify incentives based on credit
and reputation. Points are given to a device when its resources
are utilized by other devices. A device may lose points when
using community resources. However, these approaches have
not been practically tested, hence their adaptability and effi-
ciency cannot be determined.

The solutions presented in [38], [39] have the objective of
providing seamless connectivity. Features of Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMN) and context awareness have been used to
achieve the objective of seamless connectivity. WMN offers a
redundant path to reach a certain cloudlet and context aware-
ness provides adaptability to a changing environment thus
delivering seamless services to the users. However, the size
of the mesh is very limited and context awareness works
on closer proximity principle, hence these solutions are not
suitable for larger networks.

The approaches in [40], [41] aims to minimize the cost
in terms of energy and resource consumption. The objective
of cost minimization is achieved through a cloning based
scheme where each mobile device has a software clone
in the cloud to offload compute intensive data. The other
approaches include task partitioning and offloading the only
part that is compute intensive or selection of most energy
efficient access point, route, and cloudlet [42].

An overview of the capabilities offered by these solutions
leads to the following conclusions:

- The resource scarcity challenge at cloudlet due to the
increased number of devices, workloads, IoT sensors,
and Smart City infrastructures has not been addressed.

- Resource brokerage required to work in a transparent
manner considering fair resource sharing for cloudlet
based solutions is not available.

- There is no such scheme that facilitates the entire cycle
of resource management among participants for better
assessment, allocation, and optimization.

- The resource optimization problem has not been viewed
as a nested resource problem.

These findings are indicators of the necessity to devise a
novel framework to address the resource scarcity challenges
at the cloudlet for performance improvement.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In the proposed federated cloudlet model shown in Figure 1,
cloudlets form a federation with the intent to scale resources
while minimizing offloading, request processing, execution,
and migration time. Hence, the proposed model has the
strengths of both MCC and cloudlet based models i.e. closer
proximity and scalability. The users get the advantage of
federated resources without the need to worry about the delay,

FIGURE 1. Federated cloudlet model.

resource constraints and dependency over the Internet as they
get services from the immediate cloudlet present in the same
WiFi network, preferably one hop away.

A central broker manages all the cloudlet federation oper-
ations of cloudlet membership, resource information man-
agement, and optimal selection. The request is forwarded to
the broker by an immediate cloudlet and optimal decision
is sent back consisting of a target cloudlet present in the
federation. As only the request is forwarded and not the data,
the effect on offloading time is negligible. On the other hand,
the target cloudlet is present in the same Metropolitan Area
Network (MAN) reducing offloading and migration time.

B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The high-level architecture of the proposed federated cloudlet
model uses a modular approach for the performance opti-
mization of mobile cloud computing. There are four partic-
ipants in the proposed federated cloudlet model as shown
in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. CFRO architecture.

Two of these are external i.e. i) Mobile Device ii) Remote
Cloud and the other two are internal i.e. i) Cloudlet
ii) Broker. The broker contains three modules i.e. i) Cloudlet
Registration Module (CRM): Responsible for the registration
of cloudlet ii) Decision Support System (DSS): Responsible
for the selection of optimal cloudlet and VM for migration
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and iii) InformationManagement System (IMS): Responsible
for recording resources, performance parameter values and
decision information.

The Cloudlet contains three modules i.e. i) Resource
Management Module (RMM): Responsible for resource
allocation and deallocation ii) Task Management Module
(TMM): Responsible for task initiation, execution and com-
pletion, iii) User Registration Module (URM): Responsible
for the registration of the user, and an auxiliary broker-agent
acting on behalf of broker for the synchronization of informa-
tion with broker stored by IMS. Each module is controlled by
a module manager responsible for all activities within that
module. Every module consists of different components that
are invoked by incoming or outgoing requests. Inter-module
communication is handled by module managers, whereas
Intra module communication is handled directly by the
services.

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let’s assume a user with T tasks bundled as a VM on a
mobile device and needs to offload the VM on the cloudlet.
The set of users is represented as U = {u1, u2, u3, . . . um},
set of VMs to be placed as V= {v1, v2, v3, . . . vg}, set of
cloudlets as C = {c1, c2, c3, . . . cn}, set of required resources
for VMs to be placed as R = {r1, r2, r3, . . . rl}, and class
of required resources as R′. The set of already placed
VMs are represented as V ′ = {v′1, v′2, v′3, . . . v′p}, set
of required resources for already placed VMs as R ={
r ′1, r ′2, r ′3, . . . r ′q

}
, and class of required resources as R′.

The set of available resources on a cloudlet are represented
as A = {a1, a2, a3, . . . as} and class of available resources
as A′. The set of total resources on a cloudlet are represented
asR = {t1, t2, t3, . . . ty} and class of total resources asR′. The
set of occupied resources at a cloudlet are represented asO =
{o1, o2, o3, . . . oz}, set of tasks as X = {x1, x2, x3 . . . xh} , and
class of tasks as X ′. A union set that contains all the VMs is
defined as V ′′ = V ∪ V ′.
Definition 1: A relationship U → V is said to be one to

many if an element of U is related to two or more elements of
V. In MCC, a user to VM and further VM to task relationship
of one to many can be defined as V → X
A user may have multiple VMs and each VM vf can have

multiple tasks xi defined by the following condition

vf =
{∑k

i=1
xi|i = 1 to k

}
(1)

such that

∀ users ui, if ui ∃ some VM vij
where ui 6= uj

for i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n

Please note that the converse of the above conditions
does not hold. An undirected graph G(V ,E) as presented in
Figure 3 represents a connection between the mobile user
and cloudlets. An edge E represents a connection between a

FIGURE 3. User to cloudlet graph.

user ui and cloudlet ci such that (ui, ci) ∈ E . There are three
kinds of vertices in V. A vertex representing a mobile user ui,
a vertex representing cloudlet with insufficient resources ci
and a vertex representing sufficient resources cj, where both
ci, cj ∈ C . A tuple (αi, βi, γi) represent a request where αi
represents a user ui ∈ U , βi represents the set of required
resourcesRi ∈ R′, and γi represents a VM vi ∈ V . Rest of the
notations used throughout the paper are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Table of notations.

It is assumed that the capacity of a cloudlet to host several
VMs can be calculated by comparing available resources
to the required resources. However, the status of available
resources changes every time a VM is launched or removed.
A resource set occupied by a VM represents a slot and mul-
tiple slots can be available on a single host. Let’s consider a
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scenario where there are k VMs with R′ required resources
and n′ available slots on cloudlets. Since, there are multiple
cloudlets in the federation and to offload a VM, an optimal
cloudlet ci is selected such that it meets all of its resource
demands while keeping the total delivery time Tdt minimum.
Hence, the first objective function to minimize Tdt for all
VM placements with constraints can be formulated as follows

∀ VMs vk ∈ V

minTdt
(∑n

i=1
vi
)

for i, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (2)

Constraint 1: A VM can only be placed on a cloudlet, if the
available resources on a cloudlet meet the required resources.

∀ resources ai ∈ A and ri ∈ R

Place VM vz if
∑n

i=1
ai ≥ ri

then ∃ some cloudlet ck to host the VM vz
for i, k, z = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (3)

Constraint 2: Total required resource capacity of all the
VMs must not exceed the total resource capacity of the
cloudlet.

∀ resources r ′i ∈ R and ti ∈ R∑n

i=1
r ′i ≤ ti

for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (4)

However, it has already been shown that both placement
and migration operations are interdependent and the first can
trigger the second. Hence, the ultimate decision is forecasted
by re-optimizing the whole objective function. Let’s take an
example scenario where there are k VMs vi to be placed with
R required resources and k ′ VMs v′j already placed with R
required resources and n′ available slots on cloudlets. There
are multiple cloudlets in the federation and to offload a VM,
an optimal cloudlet ci is selected such that the total delivery
time Tdt is minimum. The Optimal Cloudlet Selection (OCS)
process considers to migrate an already placed VM on ci
closer to its source cloudlet thus creating room for the new
request for VM placement. If such a possibility exists such
that it re-optimizes the objective function for both already
placed VM and new requests for VM placement, both migra-
tion and placement operations are executed. Hence, the nested
objective function to minimize Tdt for all VM placements and
migrations with constraints can be formulated as follows

∀ VMs vk , v′j ∈ V
′′

minTdt
(∑

i,j
vi + v′j

)
for i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (5)

Constraint 3: Re-optimization of VM placement decision
for a new request is only possible if an already placed VM can
be migrated in such a way that it re-optimizes both decisions

for already placed VM and new VM.

∀ resources ai ∈ A, ri ∈ R and r ′i ∈ R

Migrate VM v′j if
∑n

i=1
ai ≥ r ′i

then ∃ some cloudlet ck to host the VM v′j∧

Place VM vz if
∑n

i=1
ai ≥ ri

then ∃ some cloudlet cito host the VM vz
for i, j, k, z = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (6)

Constraint 4: A VM with hop-count h′ ≥ 2 satisfying
the resource demand of a new VM is only considered for
migration, since VMs with h′ < 2 are assumed to be already
placed nearest to the user with minimum Tdt and cannot be
further optimized. The hop-count for new VM and an already
placed VM is represented by h and h′ respectively.

∀ resources ai ∈ A and r ′i ∈ R

if
∑n

i=1
ai ≥ r ′i ∧ h

′
j ≥ 2

then ∃ some VM v′j for migration (7)

IV. TIME-AWARE RESOURCE OPTIMIZATION
The proposed approach offers a resource-aware collaborative
scenario in which there are multiple options for offloading
sites. The optimal site is the one that provides minimum total
delivery time Tdt considering the resource demand. These
options may include local cloudlet, neighboring cloudlets,
and remote cloud. The collaborative approach requires to
share resource information of each cloudlet to filter eligible
cloudlets for a particular request, and then selects the opti-
mal cloudlet based on available resources and total delivery
time. On the other hand, this approach also keeps track of
the cloudle’s resource level for load balancing and optimal
VM selection for migration. A simple flow of information is
shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. CFRO data flow.

A user α1 initiate a request requiring β1 resources and
offload VM γ1 to the cloudlet. The request is forwarded to the
broker for optimal cloudlet decision. Broker keeps track of all
member cloudlets and pushes the decision back to a source
cloudlet. The VM is on the optimal cloudlet and is executed.
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An ideal condition is where the source cloudlet is the optimal
one, thus not requiring any further calculation.

A. RESOURCE CALCULATION
Le’s assume that a request is received by c1 and forwarded
to the broker. The total, available, occupied, and required
resources at cloudlet c1 can be defined as follow

R(c1) =


r ′′1
r ′′2
r ′′3
r ′′4

 , A(c1) =


a1
a2
a3
a4

 , O (c1) =

o1
o2
o3
o4

 ,

R =


r1
r2
r3
r4


These resource matrices are pushed to broker from time to

time and the broker maintains a record of all these resources
for every member cloudlet. For example a tuple (t1, a1, o1)
represents the quantity of total, available, and occupied CPU
resource, (t2, a2, o2) represents the quantity of total, avail-
able, and occupied memory resources, (t3, a3, o3) represents
the total, available and occupied hard disk drive resource,
and (t4, a4, o4) represents the total, available and occupied
bandwidth resource. The total resources of a cloudlet can be
calculated as follow

R(ci) = A(ci)+ O(ci) (8)

and

A(ci) = R(ci)− O(ci) (9)

There can be two cases of a request for VM placement
Case 1: If c1 has enough resources to execute the request

such that

∀ resources ai ∈ A, ri ∈ R
if ai > ri then ∃ some cloudlet ck

for i, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (10)

Case 2: If c1 does not have enough resources to execute
the request such that

∀ resources ai ∈ A, ri ∈ R
if ai < ri then @ some cloudlet ck

for i, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (11)

The probability that c1 has adequate resources to execute
the job is p and inverse of this condition can be formulated
as 1-p. The case of not having enough resources is signif-
icant as it leads to the choice of forwarding the request to a
remote cloud. So, the probability that c1 does not have enough
resources to execute the job and can forward the request
to the remote cloud can be defined in terms of conditional
probability problem.

P (B |A) =
P(A ∩ B)
P(A)

(12)

where P is the probability function, A is the probability
that c1 does not have adequate resources to execute the job
and B represents the probability pc that c1 can forward the
request to the remote cloud. The probability that c1 is not
connected with the remote cloud is ignored as there is no
other option for the request to wait for available resources
at the cloudlet c1. Hence the conditional probability can be
formulated as follows

P (B |A) =
P(1− p ∩ pc)
P(1− p)

(13)

B. TIME CALCULATION
The total delivery time is dependent upon latency L, offload-
ing time to, migration time tm, and request processing
delay tprd . Latency is measured as Round Trip Time (RTT)
and is directly dependent upon hop-count. Offloading time to
refers to the time required for offloading the VM frommobile
device to the cloudlet and is the combination of transmission
time ot tr and propagation delay otpd . Transmission time
is dependent upon file size § and bit rate ∅. There is an
inverse relationship between file size and bit rate. However,
the link condition, capacity, and receiving devic’s capability
to receive a transmitted signal often reduces the transfer rate
and thus maximum achievable rate is defined in terms of
throughput τ and can be calculated by replacing bit rate ∅
with throughput τ . Propagation delay tpd is the amount of
time required by the signal to travel distance d with velocity v
from source to destination. There is an inverse relationship
between distance d and velocity v. Migration time tm is the
amount of time required by the VM to migrate from source
cloudlet to optimal cloudlet and can be calculated in a similar
way as offloading time in Equation (17).

Request processing delay tprd is the amount of time
required by the cloudlet to process the request including the
time spent in the wait queue tw and execution time te. The
wait time spent in the queue is dependent upon the task arrival
rate that can be obtained by the statistical analysis of the
host server and follows a poison distribution, identified by λ.
A single cloudlet can serve a single request at a time, there-
fore, given the number of cloudlets ci, the average task arrival
rate 3 is given by the sum of arrival rate at all individual
cloudlets [43]. Each cloudlet have k processers and every pro-
cessor executes the task following an exponential distribution
with an average execution time te= 1/µ. These assumptions
leads to a M/M/k queue model [43]. The occupation rate Or
per processor is λ/(k × µ). Now the probability that a task
has to wait in the queue is as follows

p =
(k × Or )k

k!

×

(
(1− Or )×

∑k−1

m=0

(k × Or )m

m!
+
(k × Or )k

k!

)−1
(14)
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As per probability p, the average waiting time for a task in
a queue is as follows

tw = p× (1− Or )−1× (k × µ)−1 (15)

The total average processing delay per task is the sum of
wait time and execution time, and is formulated as follow

tprd = p× (1− Or )−1× (k × µ)−1 +
1
µ

(16)

Hence, the total delivery time can be formulated as follows

Tdt = ot tr + otpd + mt tr + mtpd + tw + te
Tdt = o

(
ttr + tpd

)
+ m

(
ttr + tpd

)
+ tw + te

Tdt = o
(
§

∅
+
d
s

)
+ m

(
§

∅
+
d
s

)
+ p× (1− Or )−1

× (k × µ)−1 +
1
µ

Tdt = o
(
ψ

τ
+
d
s

)
+ m

(
ψ

τ
+
d
s

)
+ p× (1− Or )−1

× (k × µ)−1 +
1
µ

(17)

C. OPTIMAL CLOUDLET SELECTION
The Optimal Cloudlet Selection process is divided into two
phases. In the first phase, eligible cloudlets having adequate
resources for the requested job are filtered using the following
conditio

f (x) =



1, if R [ri] ≤ A
[
aij
]

∀



i = 1, j = 1, 2, 3 . . . n
i = 2, j = 1, 2, 3 . . . n
i = 3, j = 1, 2, 3 . . . n

.

.

.

i = n, j = 1, 2, 3 . . . n

0, Otherwise

(18)

The value of ‘‘1’’ represents eligible cloudlets having ade-
quate resources and ‘‘0’’ represents non-eligible cloudlets
without adequate resources to execute the task. In the second
phase, total delivery time Tdt for each cloudlet is calculated
using Algorithm 1.

The optimal selection algorithm returns optimal cloudlet cO
with minimum hop-count h and Tdt . The value of hop-count
is observed to see if a VM is already placed at Hop-count 1,
this means that it is already placed nearest to source and its
placement cannot be further optimized. The time complexity
of algorithm 1 is O(n3).

D. NESTED OPTIMIZATION
The next step in NMOROP is nested optimization presented
as Algorithm 2 with a time complexity of O(n5).

Algorithm 1 Optimal Cloudlet Selection (OCS)
Input: List of requests at a broker, List of required

resources for each request, list of cloudlets, list
of available resources at cloudlet, list of cloudlet
hop-count for each request

Output: Optimal cloudlet cO, Hop-count h and Tdt
1Begin:
2 Let optimal cloudlet co be NULL
3 for each request in request list at broker do
4 check status SD
5 if SD = ‘‘Decision Pending’’
6 for each cloudlet ci in cloudlet list do
7 for each resource ai and ri in available and

required resource list do
8 if ai ≥ ri
9 push cloudlet ci in eligible cloudlet list

10 end if
11 end for
12 end for
13 for each cloudlet in eligible cloudlet list do
14 calculate h and Tdt
15 end for
16 end if
17 cO = ci with minimum Tdt
18 end for
19 return cO, h(cO),Tdt (cO)
20 end:

The nested optimization process can be divided into four
phases. In the first phase, it receives a request and optimal
decision parameters from OCS, and tries to identify a VM in
the closest proximity whose resource requirement matches
with the one in this request. The identified VM must not
already be placed at the source cloudlet with a hop-count
of 1. If that is the case, then it is already placed at the
nearest location and its total delivery time cannot be further
optimized.

In the second phase, it sends the identified VM’s list to
OCS for a second iteration and get results. It further compares
the results returned by OCS against each VM in the list sent
to OCS to see if a VM can be migrated to its source cloudlet
or near to source thus re-optimizing total delivery time.

In the third phase, by following a greedy approach if it
finds such VM in the closest proximity that can be migrated,
it removes the resources occupied by this VM and add them to
the available pool. The operation of removing resources and
adding them to the available pool is only at the information
level used for the forecasting process.

In the fourth phase, it resends the new request for the
second iteration to OCS and check if removing the resources
occupied by already placed VM re-optimizes the decision and
can the same cloudlet be selected as optimal cloudlet for a
new request. The proposed time-aware approach based on
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Algorithm 2 Nested Optimization (NO)
Input: List of requests at the broker, List of required

resources for each request, list of cloudlets, list
of available resources at cloudlets, list of
cloudlet hop-count for each request, list of
running VMs, list of occupied resource by each
VM, list of optimal cloudlet hop-count, list of
optimal Tdt for each request

Output: request, decision
1Begin:
2 Let decision 2 be NULL
3 for each request in request list at broker do
4 check status SD
5 if SD = ‘‘Decision Pending’’
6 for each cloudlet ci in cloudlet list do
7 if h ≥1 and < h(co)
8 push cloudlet ci in eligible cloudlet list
9 end if

10 end for
11 end if
12 for each cloudlet ci in eligible cloudlet list
13 for each VM in running VM list do
14 for each resource ri and r ′i in the required

resource list for new VM and required
resource list for already placed VM do

15 if ri ≤ r ′i and h(v
′
i) ≥ 1

16 push VM in eligible VM list
17 end if
18 end for
19 end for
20 for each VM in eligible VM list do
21 send VM v′i to algorithm 1 for the second

iteration
22 get results
23 if (h(v′i) < new h(v′i) ∧ Tdt (v

′
i) < new Tdt (v′i))

24 remove resources and send new VM vi for
the second iteration to algorithm 1

25 get results
26 if (h(vi) < new h(vi) ∧ Tdt (vi) <

new Tdt (vi))
27 2 = migrate VM

(
v′i
)
on co∧ place

VM (vi) on ci
28 SD = ‘‘Decision Complete’’
29 end if
30 else
31 2 = place VM (vi) on co
32 end if
33 end for
34 end for
35 return request,2
36 end:

cloudlet federation ensures optimal results i.e. min delivery
time as compared to the conventional approach.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, performance analysis of the resource-
aware allocation heuristic presented in Section IV has been
discussed.

A. NESTED OPTIMIZATION
The testbed used to conduct the experimentations is ClPyZ as
shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. ClPyZ architecture.

It is an open-source virtualization platform developed as
a part of this research. The reason for the development of
this novel platform is the unavailability of a suitable envi-
ronment to execute the proposed federated cloudlet model.
The major requirements to execute a federated cloudlet envi-
ronment include management of multiple clouds, client side
resource monitoring and VM migration between cloudlets.
The server-end of ClPyZ is developed in Python 2.7 language
using the Eclipse PyDev extension and PsUtil library. The
client-end has a web interface built-in PHP and the back-
end database is developed using MySQL. It introduces a
centralized brokerage system to manage multiple cloudlets
belonging to different clouds.

ClPyZ addresses the heterogeneity problems of cloudlets
by offering platform independent, flexible, and generalized
features that can be customized or redefined as per need.
It supports diversified virtualization file and disk formats and
more can be added. ClPyZ has been extensively tested and
is ready for production. It can be installed on any Linux
distribution supporting standard shell programming for OS
level operations.

The main features of ClPyZ include:

- Custom Orchestration: Any standard VM template can
be used supporting Open Virtualization Format (OVF).

- Resource Tracking: The available resources for the
federation environment are automatically tracked for
resource provisioning.
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- Monitoring: The resource monitoring and alert system
is available for cloudlets to indicate under-provisioning
or over-provisioning of resources.

- GUI for clients: Provides easy manageability for user
requests and status monitoring.

- Multi-cloud management: Cloudlets belonging to differ-
ent clouds can be added to the federation.

- Centralized Control and Visibility: The server side dash-
board provides explicit monitoring, logging, and event
based triggers for easy administration.

- Scalability and Recourse Sharing: The cloudlet federa-
tion resources can be scaled up by havingmoremembers
and hence more possibility of resource sharing.

- VMMigration: AVMcan bemigrated from one cloudlet
to another to optimize the resource utilization.

B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
To compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithms several
performance metrics have been selected. The first metric is
the latency L between source and destination. There are two
cases, one is cloudlet-to-cloudlet and the second is cloudlet-
to-cloud, where the cloud is a distant remote cloud. The sec-
ond metric is throughput τ . The third metric is hop-count h
between source and destination. The fourth metric is migra-
tion time tm from the source to destination. The fifth metric is
number of requests Nr before the worst case, where the worst
case is when a cloudlet has to offload the task to the distant
remote cloud due to the unavailability of the resources at a
local or neighbor cloudlet.

C. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Since the proposed system is ready to work in a production
environment, this gives an edge to use it for real time requests
and take practical values of different observable parameters.
A test-bed for both the conventional cloudlet model and
the proposed federated cloudlet model has been set up. The
conventional cloudlet model as shown in Figure 6 comprises
a remote cloud and a cloudlet node in the closer proximity of
the user, at one-hop distance.

FIGURE 6. Conventional cloudlet setup.

Remote cloud instance has been created on the Amazon
EC2 cluster and the cloudlet node is created in a virtu-
alized environment. The virtualized environment has been
deployed in a datacenter on HP DL360 G6 server with quad-
core 2.8GHz Xeon processor, 64GB of RAM, 250GB of

SAS drive, quad 1Gbps NICs having 32Mbps of bandwidth
available for Internet interface. The virtualized environment
has been developed using VMware ESX 6.0 server. Each
cloudlet node is configured with a single CPU, 8GB of RAM,
30GB of storage, and Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system.

The proposed model has been developed using 7 nodes as
shown in Figure 7. One broker node and 6 cloudlet nodes.
Cloudlet nodes have been deployed at 3 different locations
within the same city, two at each location. Cloudlet nodes are
configured with 2 different ISPs. One node at each location
belongs to an ISP, while the second node at each location
belongs to other ISP. The use of two different ISPs enable
us to observe the parameters for both MAN and WAN envi-
ronments. The same virtualized environment and parame-
ters have been used for both experimental setups. Moreover,
the parameters presented as performance metrics are manda-
tory and do not hold any preference, sequence or weights as
mentioned in equation (17).

FIGURE 7. Proposed federated cloudlet setup.

A user gets registered at a cloudlet and forwards offloading
requests. The user offloads the OVA file to the connected
cloudlet. Tiny Core Linux (TCL) configured with 1 CPU,
48MB of RAM, 45MB of storage having a size of 15MB has
been used for experimentations. The sample metric values for
both experimental setups have been presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Sample metric values for study cases.

In the conventional cloudlet model, if there are ample
resources, the request is executed on a connected cloudlet.
Otherwise, the request is forwarded to the remote cloud and
this decision is taken by the cloudlet. In the proposed model,
the request is forwarded to the broker by a cloudlet for optimal
decisions using a resource-aware algorithm. The request is
either executed on a connected cloudlet or any other cloudlet
in the cloudlet federation. The place of decision does not
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FIGURE 8. Analysis of latency, hop-count, migration time and throughput for conventional and CFRO models.

matter as the request latency is negligible. However, the
request execution place is important due to VM size, required
resource, and migration latency. The best case is the same
for both setups as the request is executed on the connected
cloudlet. However, the average and worst-case for both setups
are different. In the conventional cloudlet model, the request
is forwarded to the remote cloud in the worst case, whereas
in the proposed model the worst case is never executed unless
the whole cloudlet federation is out of resources which is hard
to realize.

The main objective is to overload the system beyond avail-
able resources on a single cloudlet to observe the behavior
of both conventional and federated cloudlet models. The
overloading process is independent of the type and nature of
the workload since only the required resources are consid-
ered. The experiments have been conducted in two phases.
In the first phase using a conventional cloudlet model, some
requests are initiated in the form of VMs until a cloudlet
starts forwarding requests to the remote cloud due to the
unavailability of resources. In the second phase, the same
number of requests are initiated on the proposed model for
comparative results. The process of initiating requests contin-
ues even after reaching the worst case to observe the behavior
of both models.

D. TESTBED RESULTS
All tests were repeated at least three times for both con-
ventional and proposed models. The values of performance
parameters are summarized in Table 3 using average, stan-
dard deviation, and confidence (Cd) for a significance value
of 0.05.

A VM using the Amazon EC2 instance has been instanti-
ated that serves as a remote cloud for the conventional model.
Two network use cases are used for the proposed model;
1) using the same ISP for source and destination cloudlets,
2) using different ISPs for source and destination cloudlets.
The detailed results and findings in terms of different param-
eters and their relationship for the conventional and proposed
model are as follows

1) Latency and Hop-count: These parameters have been
evaluated for conventional and the proposed model
under the worst case, where the connected cloudlet is
out of resources. The results shown in Figure 8 indicate
an elevated level of latency for the conventional model
due to increased distance and hop-count as compared to
the proposed model. Fixed bandwidth and VM size has
been considered to observe the migration time. In the
case of the same ISP, the reduction in terms of overall
latency is 97% and in terms of hop-count it is by 91%.
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TABLE 3. Overview of parameters values for both models.

FIGURE 9. Average effect of latency over hop-count and migration time; and average effect of transfer size and rate over migration time.

In the case of different ISPs, the latency is reduced by
36%, and hop-count is reduced by 53%.

2) Migration Time and Throughput: The results shown
in Figure 8 indicate an elevated level of migration time
for the conventional model due to increased distance,
latency and inconsistent throughput as compared to
the proposed model. In the case of the same ISP,
the migration time is decreased by 39% and in the case
of different ISPs, the migration time is decreased by
15% due to reduced distance, hop-count, and latency.
The results show an increased throughput for the pro-
posed model as compared to the conventional model.
In the case of the same ISP, the throughput is enhanced
by 97% and in the case of different ISPs, the throughput

is enhanced by 36% due to reduced distance, hop-
count, and latency.

3) Average Effect of Latency Over Hop-count and Migra-
tion Time: The average effect of latency over hop-count
and migration is shown in Figure 9. In the case of the
same ISP, the average effect of latency per hop-count
is lowered by 67% and the average effect of latency
over migration time is lowered by 96%. In the case
of different ISPs, the average effect of latency per
hop-count is decreased by 25%, and the average effect
of latency over migration time is decreased by 36%.

4) Average Effect of Transfer Size and Rate Over Migra-
tion Time: The average effect of transfer size and rate
over migration time have been presented in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of conventional and CFRO model for the number
of requests before worst case.

In the case of the same ISP, the effect of the trans-
fer size over migration time shows a linear trend as
maximum throughput is gained due to reduced dis-
tance, latency, and hop-count. In the case of different
ISPs and conventional models this trend shifts towards
exponential. An improvement of 96% is observed in
the case of the same and different ISPs, an improve-
ment of 25% is recorded. The results show a 39%
improved transfer rate for the same ISP scenario and a
15% improved transfer rate for different ISPs scenario
as compared to the conventional model. The reasons
for this improvement include stable and maximized
throughput, decreased distance, latency, and hop-count.

5) Number of Requests Before Worst Case: This param-
eter is completely dependent upon available compu-
tational resources at a cloudlet. Figure 10 shows an
increased number of requests avoiding the worst case
to be reached due to federated resources as compared
to the conventional model. An improvement of 34% is
recorded with a two-member federation. The resource
pool increases as more members are added to the
federation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
This work plays a pivotal role in the performance improve-
ment of mobile cloud computing. The new model is capable
of utilizing untapped resources offered by neighbor cloudlets.
This gives an equal opportunity to every service provider
for resource and user management as these both are the key
elements of a resource federation.

Further, resource-aware resource allocation algorithms for
efficient resource management are presented in this study.
The experimental results show that the proposed technique
brings significant improvement in terms of latency, hop-
count, migration time, and number of requests, thus improv-
ing the cloudle’s performance. The independent nature of the
proposed model allows it to be integrated with any third party
solution provided by Xen, KVM, VMware, Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2), Simple Storage Service (S3), and
Microsof’s Azure. The potential applications of the proposed

cloudlet federation are not only limited to mobile computing
but also include the areas of autonomous vehicles, image
recognition systems, cyber-physical systems, disaster recov-
ery systems, and missile control systems etc. [44]–[46]. The
time-aware federated cloudlet model can further be enhanced
by considering the parameters of energy and task awareness.
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